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BRAIN FOG / COGNITIVE
DIFFICULTIES 

 

Brain Fog is the term given to
describe the cognitive difficulties
that arise with being a spoonie. The
nature of a person's brain fog is like
their fingerprint, although there are
similarities, everyone experiences
and expresses it differently. some
examples of brain fog include mixing
up words, short term memory
problems, struggling to concentrate
etc. again people experience brain
fog to different extremities. 

Take note of your brain fog symptoms such as miss-spelling
words or jumbling up sentences to stop and allow cognitive
rest sooner 
Timers can be helpful for pacing cognitive activity - anything
involving focusing can cause brain fog so having regular
breaks allows information to be retained better and symptoms
to minimise 
Prioritise tasks based on energy, this includes cognitive energy
such as watching tv or listening to music 
keeping a journal or symptom diary to record and measure
your specific brain fog symptoms is extremely helpful

TIPS 



The type of bottle your products are using is important. Due to
symptoms, this varies for everyone but becoming aware of
whether it's easier for you to use a pump or squeeze a bottle
can make things that little bit easier. Brushing your hair while
wet or with a detangling spray is also a great tool for getting
rid of knots without effort, especially if you have thick hair.
Hair wraps! You might be cautious because of whether you suit
one or not but hear us out. Wrapping your hair in a hair wrap
instead of a towel takes the weight off your neck and is
actually in some cases better for your hair health! It also
means that you can rest after washing your hair without
getting your bedding or chair soaked! It is a great alternative
to using a hairdryer.
Hair caps can also be really helpful for keeping your hair dry
whilst showering - especially if you use a shower stool

Haircare is hard. It's even
harder when you have a
limited amount of energy
daily. You scroll through
Instagram looking at
everyone's freshly styled
hair wishing you had the
energy to do the same.
Now you can!

Using a 2 in 1 shampoo and conditioner is a great tool for making
the dreaded hair wash quicker! 
leave-in conditioners are a fantastic alternative to a hair mask
which can take a lot of energy especially if want to make your
hair routine more energy efficient.



Our fashion changes when our body changes. That is a fact we've
probably all known for a while. As our health and lifestyle
changes as spoonies, it's completely natural that our fashion
will. 
Depending on our needs, these tips are going to be helpful for
some and not others. I personally love soft things and things that
are cosy due to my personal symptoms  

Comfy and soft things such as
loungewear or teddy bear textured
clothing, can be very helpful if you
feel pain on your skin or suffer
from anxiety. You can find items
like this anywhere such as Boohoo,
H&M, amazon etc. 
Also, check out accessible clothing
brands like Unhidden clothing or
care and wear to help make your
fashion more adaptive to you and
your needs.

A lot of spoonies struggle with
temperature regulation so layering
bagging items such as boyfriend
cotton t-shirts over  bralets or
cycling shorts under trousers can
help switch up your outfit as your
symptoms change throughout the
day  

One of the most important
things to remember is adapting
your style to you! This means
noticing what works and what
doesn't work for you, just
because we are Spoonies, It
doesn't mean we have to lose
our style or love for clothes   



 

Many Spoonies have had the experience of Medical gaslighting but
what does it mean exactly?
medical gaslighting is when a person is made to feel as though they
are responsible for their own symptoms or mentally unwell instead
of physically unwell.
example's of this can include "You're faking it", "you're trying to
get out of school", "its's just anxiety" - the list goes on.
Something that is important to remember after experiencing
medical gaslighting or even during, is that Doctors are people too
and they are capable of making mistakes. Of course, this doesn't
excuse the effects that medical gaslighting can cause, but it can
help us rationalise are experiences 
Something that has helped me personally is knowing that
appointments are short. It is impossible for you to know anyone
during the time of an appointment, so that doctor or whoever it is
that is medically gaslighting you really doesn't know you at all.
Medical gaslighting is not a reflection of you or something you did or
didn't do in an appointment - it is a reflection of that individual's
medical knowledge, understanding and empathy. This is something
you definitely can't control but can learn to cope with and prepare
for.
Others have found mindfulness techniques such as acknowledging
and labelling thoughts associated with medical gaslighting like
"what if it is all in my head?"  with "gaslighting" or
counterstatements such as "my symptoms are real and they are
valid" 
It's okay to feel how you do after appointments that include medical
gaslighting, it's a horrific thing to have to deal with and it's
completely valid if your trust in Doctors or hospitals etc. is damaged
but please remember that you are not alone.



for years I searched for low
energy meals, suited to my
Spoonie lifestyle. My life
changed when I found The M.E.
Association cookbook.
I'm far from a cook and due to
my chronic illness and brain fog,
I'm a safety hazard in the
kitchen. A lot of people struggle
with preparing meals due to
energy levels and that is the
main thing I love this cookbook
for.

It has loads of recipes, some gluten-free, some vegan
and some not, organised in helpful colour-coded
categories. These categories are based on high,
low/medium energy or how hard the recipe is.  I have
found this extremely helpful because I don't follow a
particular diet and my symptoms vary daily.  another
great thing about this cookbook is that it provides
genuine nutritional advice in an easy to read way. This
is hard to find when your undiagnosed or have a rare
illness.

This cookbook is also arranged from small plates to big
plates and is suitable to most Spoonies, because of the
way that it is formatted and the fact that some of the
recipes come from people with different severities of
chronic illness. This is available on the M.E association
website.



 
"Nice pillbox Nana/grandpa/old person!"
"Why are you taking those, aren't pills for people who are
like a million?"
"Can you go to the other room and take your gross pills?"

Let's stop the shame and the stigma about taking pills.
People take pills for numerous reasons.
Some people will take a pill when they have a headache, but
we don't judge them as that has been normalized. More and
more young people are choosing to take their supplements
in the form of pills, and this is seen as acceptable in society
& more often recognized as a healthy activity for healthy
people. 

Spoonies, however, face the stigma, societal & internalized
shaming from requiring regimented medication to live the
best lives that those with their health often don't
understand, how traumatizing it can be on younger folks
with chronic illnesses (spoonies)
Here's the reality, as humans there will come a time where
pills will be something your body will need to continue to
function. 



 It's so prevalent in the society that the youth often associate
taking pills with being old. It is used to tease, shame and torment
other children, so much so that it's acceptable in society.
However, the reason this behaviour is harmful is that for a
younger #spoonie they already have been dealt a blow that they
have a chronic illness and will never truly be healthy. That feeling
is isolating, exclusionary & debilitating not to mention cruel. 
Let's work together to end that stigma & pill shaming in general.
People on pills are already hurting in some way shape or form
that's why they need the pills. Let's not wait until you are older
and face that stigma to see how harmful it is to the youth. 

For me personally, it was such a blow to my ego & sense of self to
be reliant on pills. That reliance is now permanent & part of the
#kidneytransplant routine ... I need my immunosuppressants to
make sure my little kidney bean stays happy & continues to help
me out. And you know what? I'll take these pills &  pill containers
with me everywhere proudly because without them I would be
back on dialysis or facing health complications... I am looking to
avoid the dialysis chair & hospital I just want to live my best life.
So if you see someone teasing another over pills speak up,
solidarity goes a long way!



 

You should be going to the doctors.
But you should probably be sleeping a little bit more too. 
You should always come first, but don't forget to think about others. 
You should exercise but not too much. 
 You should not be thinking about diet culture, and yet you should gain
weight
You should take your meds, be a better parent, not a junkie, smile, wash
the house, go to work, and want to live. 
"You should," says the society and 
"I should" you repeat noddingly. 
There is a lot we should or should not, surely. But let's stop here for a
minute, take a deep breath and a step back. We're going to look at what we
actually want and don't want. to do so, I would like to invite you to follow
me.
First, choose a few "I should" sentences. 
Here is mine:
- I should go back to work.
- I should not be so tired while I am not even working.
- I should stress less. 
- I should be more of an adult already. 

Pick the one sentence that seems the most important for you. Mine is the
first one.
Then let's ask ourselves: Is that what I really want? Or am I just nodding
automatically? To help us define what we really want, let's replace SHOULD
by WISH and follow this tree of possibilities

YOU SHOULD, ORYOU SHOULD, OR
SHOULD YOU?SHOULD YOU?  



 
For me, it goes like this:
 "I wish to go back to work."
Is it true? Nope, it isn't. So I go deeper and replace WISH with HOPE. 

"I hope to go back to work" No, still not. What does it tell me? That I DON'T
WANT to go back to work. And that's ok. That is how I truly feel, out of
society's pressure. 

All right... What do we do know that we have figured out how we really
feel? Well, we try to find the smallest step we can take towards a better
life. 

What can help/support/influence you today to feel a tiny bit better about
this situation you are in? 
Talk to a friend or your shrink, hug your pet, read a book, take a nap, tick a
box in your to-do list...Just find that tiny step and try to do it. 

Now you know the trick! Next time you feel pressured by something you
should do, take a deep breath, analyse what is actually going on in your
head and take it one step at a time.



Introducing our new team of Bloggers and creators
at DaisyHannah and All things Spoonie! Stay tuned

for new content featuring our perspectives and
passions surrounding everything spoonie and

chronic illness related. We can't wait to share our
experiences, best tips and advice with you but for
now, sit back, grab a cuppa and say hi to our team

on www.daisyhannah.com







"spoonie" - refers to someone with limited spoons
from the spoon theory this could be due to mental
health or chronic illness etc. 

"Spoon theory"  The practice of recognising how
many "spoons" i.e. physical, mental or cognitive
energy, a person has per day. Spoons can be
designated to tasks such as 3 spoons = having a
shower 

"energy envelop" - theory of pacing energy based on
how much you have that day or hour. It involves
recognising what tasks take the most, medium or
low energy from you.

"Medical gaslighting" - when a doctor blames
patients physical symptoms on mental illness or
them 

"Imposter syndrome" - self-doubting beliefs about
yourself or your condition (s) due to experiences
such as medical gaslighting. This involves an
individual questioning their worth or symptoms


